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Atlanta Hawks at Bulls: Drew says low post is priority
7:39 pm March 11, 2011, by Michael Cunningham

Chicago–Plan A hasn’t been working for the Hawks’ offense.

What does L.D. want to see tonight instead of jumpers?

“First, establish ourselves in the low post,” he said. “If the ball does come on the kick out, everything doesn’t 

have to be a three. We are sitting outside, sitting at that 3-point line, [and] we can move in closer. Instead of 

turning it into a 3, turn it into an 18- to 20-footer. Our drive-and-kick game has to be up to par, force them to not 

just defend a shot on the closeout but teams have to have a fear about closing out and putting the ball on the 

floor.”

Even considering their poor 3-point shooting as of late, this season the 3-pointer has been (not surprisingly) 

much better for the Hawks than long 2-pointers. Then again, Bibby is gone and J.J. is in a slide, leaving 

Smoove as the team’s best 3-point shooter (not counting Al’s 2 for 4 and Twin’s 1 for 1).

L.D. dismissed Al’s back injury as a factor in his game moving outside.

“I don’t think so,” he said. “I think sometimes players they stay with what’s comfortable to them. Obviously he is 

making jump shots but both he and Josh have to establish themselves down in the low post still. We run plays 

to get them involved in the post and they have got to establish themselves in there.

“Just keep mixing it up. I don’t want them to be predictable in what they do. I want their overall offensive game 

to be hard to predict because they both have the ability to play inside and out.”

Game notes . . . 

“Normal” lineup for Hawks: Hinrich, J.J., Marvin, Josh, Al. Etan and Pape are inactive.•
Boozer is out for the Bulls and Kurt Thomas will take his place. Luol Deng is a game-time decision.•
Even with Boozer out, the Bulls still have Thomas, Noah, Omar Asik and Taj Gibson on the front line. 
No wonder they managed to keep winning despite Boozer missing 15 games and Noah sitting out 30 (of 
course it also helps to have D-Rose and that Noah’s absence from Dec. 18 to Feb. 17 coincided with a 
soft spot in Chicago’s schedule).

•

Said Bulls coach Tom Thibodeau: “We’ve had injuries before with with Boozer and Joakim out. We feel 
like we have quality bigs up front and all of them have started.”

•

After Al went off for 31 and 16 in the first meeting, Thibodeau said Gibson would be part of a gang effort 
against him: “At different times he will guard him. All of the bigs will. All four guys give us different looks. 
He’s a tough matchup.”

•

Hinrich was asked how the Hawks held down D-Rose last time: “He missed shots.”•

Michael Cunningham, Hawks beat
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